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Abstract: A Gilbert–gamma topology is proposed to model packet-loss processes in UDP
connections. The proposed topology introduces state duration modelling with gamma
distributions. When compared with the ordinary Gilbert model the proposed topology
substantially improves the likelihood of observed packet-loss processes, and gives reductions as
high as 70% in the subjective estimation of speech quality transmitted over IP networks. The
results presented can be easily applied to other real-time applications such as audio and video
streaming.
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Introduction

The accurate description of the packet-loss process in IP
networks is very relevant to estimating perceptive quality
in real-time applications (e.g. VoIP, audio and video
streaming), to evaluating speech recognition systems in
VoIP conditions, and to estimating the response of
coder schemes in simulated UDP connections. In [1] the
packet-loss process in the Internet was studied and
modelled as a two-state Markov topology or Gilbert model
(Fig. 1). This two-state Markov topology has been
employed in several papers to analyse the response of
TCP [2], to model the response of forward error correction
(FEC) [1, 3–6], and to evaluate speech recognition
algorithms [7, 8]. However, according to [9], where a twodimensional discrete-time Markov chain is proposed to
model the time interval between two consecutive bursts
of lost packets, the ordinary Gilbert topology does not
model properly the temporal behaviour of a non-blocking
period (i.e. a burst of successfully received packets).
Prediction of the subjective quality of speech in VoIP
employing network parameters (e.g. packet loss) has been
addressed by modelling bursts of lost packets with a foura0,1
a1,1

a0,0

state 0

state 1

state Markov chain [10] and with neural-network-based
approaches [11, 12].
The probability transitions are deﬁned by constants that
lead to geometric state-duration distributions in the
ordinary Markov chains. However, observed bursts of lost
packets in UDP connections show that this model is
inaccurate in many cases. The contribution of this paper
concerns a Gilbert topology that incorporates state-duration modelling with gamma functions (Gilbert–gamma).
When compared with the ordinary Gilbert model the
proposed topology substantially improves the likelihood of
the observed packet-loss process, and dramatically increases
the accuracy of the subjective quality estimation of speech
transmitted over IP networks. The results presented here
have not been found in the specialised literature and can be
employed in other real-time applications such as audio and
video streaming.
2

Gilbert model and state-duration distribution

The packet-loss process is modelled here by the packet-loss
rate (PL) and the probability distribution of burst length
(BL), which in turn corresponds to the number of
consecutive lost or received packets. The basic Gilbert
model uses state 0 to represent a packet that was lost and
state 1 for a packet that successfully reached the destination
(Fig. 1). The probability that BL consecutive packets are
lost is geometrically distributed and equal to Pr(burst
length ¼ BL in state 0) ¼ (a00)BL1a0,1, where (see Appendix),
PL
ð1Þ
a1;0 ¼
E0 ½BLð1  PLÞ

a1,0

Fig. 1

Gilbert model
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a0;1 ¼

1
E0 ½BL

ð2Þ

where BL is the burst length in packets, and E0 ½BL denotes
the expected value of BL in state 0. Notice that a0;0 ¼
1  a0;1 and a1;1 ¼ 1  a1;0 , so the ordinary Gilbert model
is completely deﬁned by two variables, a0;1 and a1;0 which
in turn can be estimated with PL and E0 ½BL. As a
consequence Var0 ½BL, the variance of BL in state 0, is
univocally determined with PL and E0 ½BL. The evaluation
of the ordinary Gilbert model was done using SoLPs
(sequence of lost packets) that correspond to time sequences
1

Probðstþ1 ¼ i  1; st ¼ st1 ¼ ::: ¼ stBLþ1 ¼ iÞ
Probðst ¼ st1 ¼ ::: ¼ stBLþ1 ¼ iÞ
di ðBLÞ
¼
Di ðBLÞ

aBL
i;i1 ¼

ð4Þ
where di ðBLÞ is the probability of state duration equal to BL
packets and Di ðBLÞ is the probability of state i being active

0.8

0.6
probability

that indicate which packets are successfully received and
which are lost (Fig. 2). These sequences describe a UDP
connection from the packet-loss point of view. The
following methodology was implemented: UDP packets
were transmitted at a constant bandwidth equal to 100
packets per second over two types of real Internet
connection with a client process at the University of Chile
in Santiago (UCh), either with a 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet
or with a 256 kbit/s cable/DSL access. In both cases the
server process was implemented in a host at the University
of New Mexico in Albuquerque, USA (UNM). For each
type of access at UCh, 20 20-minute connections were made
and one SoLP per connection was recorded. Altogether,
two types of access  20 connections ¼ 40 SoLPs were
stored. The parameters PL and E0 ½BLwere estimated every
30-second frame from the SoLPs, and the distribution of
BL in packet-loss bursts was evaluated in each 20-minute
connection. According to the basic Gilbert model, the
probability distribution of BL in packet-loss bursts should
be geometric but this model is not accurate in many cases as
observed in real Internet connections (Figs. 3 and 4).
According to Fig. 3, the distribution of BL seems to be
accurately modelled with a geometric function. In contrast
the distribution of BL observed in a signiﬁcant percentage
of SoLPs is better ﬁtted by a gamma function, as shown in
the example presented in Fig. 4. This result suggests that the
original Gilbert model could be improved by introducing
state-duration constraints to model more accurately the
packet-loss process. Notice that the geometric and gamma
distributions are similarly monotonic when the expected
value of BL is close to 1. It is worth emphasising that
neither the type of access nor PL had an important effect on
the probability distribution of BL.
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Fig. 3 Example of burst-length histogram (stems) in packet-loss
bursts observed in SoLP
The corresponding geometric and gamma distributions are compared
with the original histogram
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Temporal restrictions in the Gilbert model

The problem of introducing state-duration modelling in
Markov chains has already been addressed in speech
recognition where hidden Markov models (HMMs) have
widely been employed. According to [13] state-duration
modelling can be included in the Viterbi algorithm by
means of the generalisation of transition probabilities
ObaBL
i;j ¼ Probðstþ1 ¼ jjst ¼ st1 ¼ . . . ¼ stBLþ1 ¼ iÞ.
serve that BL is the number of consecutive packets in state
i up to time t; j ¼ i, or j ¼ i þ 1 (if i ¼ 0) or j ¼ i  1 (if
i ¼ 1), given the topology shown in Fig. 1. Then the
BL
conditional probabilities aBL
i;i and ai;i1 can be estimated by

0.4
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Fig. 4 Example of burst-length histogram (stems) in packet-loss
bursts observed in SoLP

ð3Þ

The corresponding geometric and gamma distributions are compared
with the original histogram
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Procedure to generate sequences of lost packets (SoLP)
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for t  BL :
Di ðBLÞ ¼

1
X

di ðtÞ

ð5Þ

t¼BL

To include the possible min and max durations, mini ðBLÞ
and maxi ðBLÞ, respectively, the transition probabilities were
modiﬁed8to
1
if
BLo mini ðBLÞ
>
>
<
0
if
BL4
maxi ðBLÞ
aBL
i;i ¼
D
ðBLÞ

d
ðBLÞ
i
i
>
>
otherwise
:
Di ðBLÞ

aBL
i;il

ð6Þ

8
>
>
<

1
0
¼ d ðBLÞ
i
>
>
:
Di ðBLÞ

if
if

BLo mini ðBLÞ
BL4 maxi ðBLÞ

ð7Þ

otherwise

where di ðBLÞ is modelled with the discrete gamma
distribution given by:
di ðBLÞ ¼ Ki eai BL BLpi 1

ð8Þ

where BL ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . is the duration of a given state i in
number
of
packets;
ai ¼ Ei ½BL=Vari ½BL
and
pi ¼ Ei2 ½BL=Vari ½BL; Ei ½BL and Vari ½BL are, respectively, the mean and variance of BL in state i; and Ki is a
normalising term. The mean Ei ½BL and variance Vari ½BL,
and the min and max durations were computed for state
i ¼ 0 and i ¼ 1 by means of directly observing the bursts of
lost (state 0) and successfully received (state 1) packets.
Notice that the Gilbert–gamma model uses statistics of
bursts for both lost and successfully received packets. In
contrast, the basic Gilbert model employs only PL and the
expected value of BL in packet-loss bursts. It can easily be
shown that, according to the Gilbert–gamma model, the
packet-loss rate is given by
PL 

E0 ½BL
E0 ½BL þ E1 ½BL

where E0 ½BL and E1 ½BL are the expected value of BL in
lost and successfully received packet bursts, respectively.
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Gilbert model as generator of SoLP

Each SoLP can be decomposed as a sequence of frames.
The wth frame or window in the nth SoLP is deﬁned
as SoLPn;w ¼ ðSoLPn;w;1 ; SoLPn;w;2 ; SoLPn;w;3 ; SoLPn;w;l ; . . .;
SoLPn;w;L Þ where L is the frame length in packets and
SoLPn;w;l ¼ 0 or SoLPn;w;l ¼ 1 if packet l was lost or
successfully received, respectively. Every frame SoLPn;w
could be described by the ordinary Gilbert or the
Gilbert–gamma model, which in turn can be seen as process
generators. Consequently the log-likelihood of frame

coding

real SoLP

SoLPn;w given the corresponding Gilbert model log-likelihoodðSoLPn;w jGilbert model in w) can be expressed as


log-likelihood SoLPn;w jGilbert model in w
¼ log½ProbðSoPLn;w;1 Þ
þ

L
X

log½Asðn;w;l1Þ;sðn;w;lÞ 

ð9Þ

l¼2

where
Asðn;w;l1Þ;sðn;w;lÞ
8
asðn;w;l1Þ;sðn;w;lÞ ; transition prob. in ordinary Gilbert
>
>
>
<
model
¼
BL
>
a
; transition prob. in Gilbert--gamma
>
>
: sðn;w;l1Þ;sðn;w;lÞ
model given by (6), (7)

s(n, w, l) is the state at packet l in frame w in the nth SoLP;
and Prob(SoPLn,w,1), the probability of SoPLn,w,1, is equal
to PL or to 1PL if the ﬁrst packet was lost or successfully
received, respectively. As a consequence the log-likelihood
of the nth SoLP given the Gilbert model, log-likelihood
(SoLPn jGilbert model), is
log-likelihoodðSoLPn jGilbert modelÞ
¼

W
X

log-likelihoodðSoLPn;w jGilbert model in wÞ

w¼1

ð10Þ

where W is the number of frames in SoLPn; and loglikelihood (SoLPn,w7Gilbert model in w) is deﬁned in (9).
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Results

The introduction of temporal restrictions in the ordinary
Gilbert model was evaluated by computing the probability
to generate SoLPs and by estimating the perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) as shown in Fig. 5.
Notice that PESQ refers to the score given by the ITU-T
P.862 standard, which has already shown acceptable
accuracy with CELP codecs in transmission with packet
loss [14]. Moreover, PESQ has also been employed by
several authors to validate speech quality evaluations in
packet-loss environments [12, 15, 16]. The 40 20-minute
SoLPs described in section 2 were employed. In the ﬁrst
case the following procedure was adopted: PL, Ei ½BL,
Vari ½BL, and mini ðtÞ and maxi ðtÞ in (6) and (7) were
estimated every 30-s window in each SoLP. Secondly, the
probability transitions a0;1 and a1;0 in the ordinary Gilbert
model were computed according to (1) and (2). Thirdly, the
parameters ai and pi of the gamma function deﬁned in (8)
that model the burst of received and lost packets were
computed. Finally the log-likelihoods of each SoLP given
the ordinary Gilbert and Gilbert–gamma models were
evaluated with (10). The results which correspond to the
average log-likelihoods within the set of 40 SoLPs are

decoding

perceptual quality
analysis (PESQ)
+

speech
samples

error
−
coding

generated SoLP with
ordinary Gilbert or Gilbertgamma model

decoding

perceptual quality
analysis (PESQ)

Fig. 5 Scheme employed to compare original Gilbert and Gilbert–gamma models with respect to accuracy to map packet-loss process to PESQ
score in UDP connection
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presented in Table 1. According to Table 1 the Gilbert–
gamma model provides a signiﬁcant increase in loglikelihood when compared to the ordinary Gilbert topology.
This result strongly suggests that the introduction of state
duration modelling with gamma distribution signiﬁcantly
improves the accuracy of the ordinary Gilbert model.
Observe that the distribution of BL in successfully received
packet bursts is also modelled with a gamma function.
Moreover, the truncation of the conditional transition
probabilities according to (6) and (7) also contributes to
improve the description of the distributions of lost and
received bursts.
Table 1: Average log-likelihoods within the set of 40 SoLPs
log[Gilbert]

log[Gilbert–gamma]

120.5466806

118.0527024

The Gilbert–gamma model was also evaluated according
to its ability to map the packet-loss process to the PESQ
score. Speech samples from 400 utterances (40 speakers and
10 utterances per speaker) from LATINO-40 database [17]
were employed. Three coders were considered: 64 kbit/s
PCM G.711 [18]; 32 kbit/s ADPCM G.726 [19]; and, 8 kbit/
s CS-ACELP G.729 [20]. The procedure presented in Fig. 5
is described as follows: ﬁrst, each observed SoLP was
employed to simulate a real UDP connection by discarding
lost packets after coding, and then the PESQ score was
evaluated after decoding. Secondly, the same procedure was
repeated by replacing the original SoLP with a sequence
generated with the corresponding ordinary Gilbert or
Gilbert–gamma models. Finally, the error in PESQ score
was computed. Consequently the original Gilbert and
Gilbert–gamma models were used as process generators to
replace the observed SoLP as mentioned: PL, Ei ½BL,
Vari ½BL, mini ðtÞ and maxi ðtÞ, and ai and pi of the gamma
function deﬁned in (8) were all estimated every 30-s window
in each SoLP. As a result, each real SoLP was represented
by sequences of ordinary Gilbert and Gilbert–gamma
models as described in Section 4, and these sequences were
employed to generate one simulated SoLP each. The
average errors in PESQ score are shown in Table 2.
According to Table 2, the average errors in PESQ score
are 3.83, 3.37 and 3.10 with the 64 kbit/s PCM G.711,
32 kbit/s ADPCM G.726 and 8 kbit/s CS-ACELP G.729
coders, respectively, when the ordinary Gilbert model was
employed to generate the SoLPs. These errors are reduced
to 1.08, 0.96 and 1.12 with the 64 kbit/s PCM G.711,
32 kbit/s ADPCM G.726 and 8 kbit/s CS-ACELP G.729
coders, respectively, when the ordinary Gilbert model is
Table 2: Average error (%) between PESQ score achieved
with real SoLP and those obtained with simulated SoLPs
generated with ordinary Gilbert and Gilbert–gamma models
Coder

Gilbert model
error [%]

Gilbert–gamma
model error [%]

G.729 (8 kbit/s)

3.0968

1.1193

G.726 (32 kbit/s)

3.3654

0.9583

G.711 (64 kbit/s)

3.8236

1.0782

Average

3.4286

1.0519

Number of real SoLPs was equal to 40
4

replaced with the Gilbert–gamma topology to generate the
simulated SoLPs. Consequently the Gilbert–gamma model
gave an overall reduction of 70% in PESQ error. This result
strongly suggests that the Gilbert–gamma model describes a
packet-loss process more precisely than the ordinary Gilbert
model to reproduce the PESQ score given by the real SoLP.
In other words, the proposed Gilbert–gamma topology
dramatically improves the accuracy to predict the PESQ
score from a packet-loss process.
6

Conclusions

The Gilbert–gamma model has attempted to overcome the
fact that the transition probability is represented by a
constant in the ordinary two-state Markov model, which in
turn leads to a geometric probability distribution for state
duration. This model is not accurate enough to describe
bursts of lost packets observed in UDP connections. The
method proposed here models the state duration distributions with gamma functions and introduces conditional
transition probabilities that are truncated according to the
minimum and maximum observed burst lengths in lost or
successfully received packet bursts. The results presented
show that the proposed Gilbert–gamma model substantially
increases the likelihood of observed SoLP when compared
with the ordinary Gilbert topology.
As far as the ability to map packet-loss processes to
PESQ scores is concerned, the Gilbert–gamma topology
dramatically improves the accuracy of the mapping from a
packet-loss process to a PESQ score. According to the
results presented in this paper, the Gilbert–gamma model
can give reductions as high as 70% in PESQ error when
compared to the original gamma topology. As a consequence, the model proposed here could be applied to
estimate the perceptive quality of speech in VoIP or to
optimise the coding scheme according to the observed
packet-loss process in real-time applications over IP
networks. The evaluation of speech recognition systems
with an artiﬁcially introduced packet-loss process to
simulate VoIP conditions should also beneﬁt from the
results discussed in this paper. The Gilbert–gamma model
could also be applied to estimate the perceptive quality of
audio and video streaming in IP networks.
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9 Appendix
Given the Gilbert model shown in Fig. 1,
PL ¼ Prob½sðn; w; lÞ ¼ 0

ð11Þ

where sðn; w; lÞ is the state at packet l in frame w in the nth
SoLP as mentioned in Section 4. Moreover,
Prob½sðn; w; lÞ ¼ 0 ¼ a1;0 Prob½sðn; w; l  1Þ ¼ 1
þ a0;0 Prob½sðn; w; l  1Þ ¼ 0

ð12Þ

If the packet-loss process is considered stationary in
frame w
Prob½sðn; w; lÞ ¼ 0 ¼ Prob½sðn; w; l  1Þ ¼ 0
ð13Þ
Prob½sðn; w; lÞ ¼ 1 ¼ Prob½sðn; w; l  1Þ ¼ 1
From (12), (13) and (14), PL can be expressed as
a1;0
PL ¼
a1;0 þ a0;1

ð14Þ
ð15Þ

The probability that BL consecutive packets are lost is
geometrically distributed and equal to
ProbðBLÞ ¼ ða0;0 ÞBL1 a0;1

ð16Þ

By making use of the expression
1
X
Aj1 j ¼ 1=ð1  AÞ2
j¼0

with 7A7o1, it can easily be shown that the expected value
of the burst length of consecutive lost packets E0 ½BL is
equal to
1
X

BL1
1
a0;1 1  a0;1
BL ¼
ð17Þ
E0 ½BL ¼
a
0;1
BL¼0
Expressions (1) and (2) are derived from (15) and (17).
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